Monitoring gene expression dynamics on the single cell level provides important information on cellular heterogeneity and stochasticity, and potentially allows for more accurate quantitation of gene expression processes. We here study bacterial senders and receivers genetically engineered with components of the quorum sensing system derived from Aliivibrio fischeri on the single cell level using microfluidics-based bacterial chemostats and fluorescence video microscopy. We track large numbers of bacteria over extended periods of time, which allows us to determine bacterial lineages and filter out subpopulations within a heterogeneous population. We quantitatively determine the dynamic gene expression response of receiver bacteria to varying amounts of the quorum sensing inducer N-3-oxo-C6-homoserine lactone (AHL). From this we construct AHL response curves and characterize gene expression dynamics of whole bacterial populations by investigating the statistical distribution of gene expression activity over time. The bacteria are found to display heterogeneous induction behavior within the population. We therefore also characterize gene expression in a homogeneous bacterial subpopulation by focusing on single cell trajectories derived only from bacteria with similar induction behavior. The response at the single cell level is found to be more cooperative than that obtained for the heterogeneous total population. For the analysis of systems containing both AHL senders and receiver cells, we utilize the receiver cells as 'bacterial sensors' for AHL. Based on a simple gene expression model and the response curves obtained in receiver-only experiments, the effective AHL concentration established by the senders and their 'sending power' is determined.
Introduction
Components of bacterial communication systems [1, 2] have been frequently utilized for applications in synthetic biology. In an early seminal work, Weiss and Knight [3] created artificial bacterial 'sender' and 'receiver' cells based on a quorum sensing (QS) system from the marine bacterium Aliivibrio fischeri, which is also utilized in this work. In this system, sender cells are equipped with the luxI gene from the lux operon coding for the autoinducer synthase LuxI.
LuxI catalyzes the synthesis of the quorum sensing signal N-3-oxo-C6-homoserine lactone (an acyl homoserine lactone, abbreviated AHL). AHL can diffuse through bacterial cell membranes and bind to LuxR activator proteins, which activate gene expression in receiver cells, from genes put under the control of P lux promoters. In contrast to the natural QS system, in which all senders are also receivers, AHL is not utilized as an 'autoinducer' and there is no positive autoregulation of AHL production. Similar sender-receiver modules were already utilized in a wide variety of synthetic biology applications, e.g., in an artificial population control system [4, 5] , for bacterial pattern formation [6, 7] , synchronization of bacterial oscillators [8] , bacterial edge detection [9] , or distributed computing systems [10, 11] .
In the context of synthetic biology, an important consideration is the reproducibility and robustness of synthetically generated behaviors. This is particularly challenging, as complex biological systems unavoidably display variability on various levels of organization. Over the past two decades it has become increasingly apparent that gene expression levels and their dynamics can vary considerably from one cell to another even in homogeneous colonies of genetically identical cells [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . While this phenotypic heterogeneity was found to be the exception rather than the rule in a homogeneous environment [18] , it is likely important for the survival of the colony in fluctuating environments. Mechanistically, the heterogeneity can be attributed to the intrinsic stochasticity of the processes involved in gene expression [19] , in protein number fluctuations [20] and the noise generated by the unequal distribution of cellular components during cell division [21, 22] , or other "extrinsic" factors.
The role of noise in the context of quorum sensing was previously analyzed theoretically, where in particular the impact of population feedback [23] and diffusion of the signals [24] was investigated. Diffusive coupling of the cells was surmised to lead to an overall reduction of extrinsic gene expression noise in the cells [24] . On the experimental side, quorum sensing was investigated on the single-cell level in V. harveyi bacteria, which communicate via two distinct autoinducer signals [25] . Noise was characterized for several reporter strains and found be extrinsic in nature. An alternative approach was demonstrated in [26] , where protein level fluctuations were analyzed using correlation functions on the microcolony level rather than based on single cell data.
In contrast to previous work, we here focus specifically on an artificial sender-receiver system as typically used in synthetic biology applications. Based on fluorescence microscopy experiments [27] with bacterial cells growing in microfluidic chemostats [28, 29] , we first study gene expression dynamics of a QS-derived 'receiver module' implemented in E.coli. We show that single cell data can be used to determine the quantitative input-output characteristics for the AHL/P Lux system, which agree with data generated using bulk methods. We then analyze individual single cell gene expression time courses, which display a considerable heterogeneity compared to the bulk data. From these we extract statistical distributions of gene expression rates in the bacteria, and identify sub-populations with different induction beahvior. In our analysis, we first follow the time-course of the gene expression rate distribution of the whole population. By tracking individual cell lineages, we then restrict the analysis to the subpopulation of the bacteria with the dominant induction state, which results in a more accurate estimate of gene expression rates and the corresponding quantitative single cell input-output characteristics.
Finally, we apply our analysis procedure to a synthetic sender-receiver system [3, 11] , in which the AHL signals are produced in situ by dedicated sender bacteria. In order to be able to determine AHL concentration within the chambers, we utilize the highly sensitive receiver cells themselves as AHL bioreporters [30] . Using a simple model of gene expression in sender and receiver bacteria, we can deduce the effective AHL concentration established by the bacteria in the microchambers, which falls in the low nanomolar range for our experimental setup. We show that the effective AHL concentration scales with the average sender/receiver ratio in the chamber and rises *t 2 with time.
A similar analysis could help to provide a quantitative experimental basis for the ongoing debate about the evolutionary origins of QS [31, 32] . The question is centered around whether the autoinducer is really a social signal to other cells, or instead simply a single cell mechanism to measure effective diffusion in the local environment. This distinction is relevant in the context of heterogeneous colonies, where different individuals may evolve to respond differently to the autoinducer-if some contribute external molecules which benefit all cells while others do not, then 'cheaters' can have a growth advantage. The analysis approach established here for the synthetic sender-receiver system will be useful to quantitatively characterize the QS behavior by controlling effective AHL diffusion as well as population sizes.
Materials and Methods

Plasmids
All experiments were performed with genetic constructs derived from the Aliivibrio fischeri bacterial quorum sensing system (cf. Fig A in S1 File) . Receiver plasmids contained the luxR gene under control of the TetR repressed promoter P tet and the gfpmut3b gene [33] controlled the lux promoter P lux (BioBrick part BBa_T9002) on vector pSB1A3. In the absence of TetR, LuxR was constitutively expressed from this plasmid. To construct the sender plasmids, the gene for LuxI synthase (BioBrick part BBa_C0261) was cloned into a pETDuet-1 expression vector (Merck Millipore) inserted between the BioBrick cloning sites XbaI and PstI. Expression from this vector is driven by T7RNAP, which is produced by the compatible host strain E. coli BL21(DE3)pLysS after IPTG induction. As a fluorescent reporter, an additonal rfp gene (derived from BioBrick BBa_E1010) was cloned between the NdeI and PacI restriction sites of the plasmid. A complete description of the construction of the plasmids including their sequences can be found in a previous publication [11] . Receiver and sender cells were created by transforming the corresponding plasmids into E. coli BL21(DE3)pLysS using an Electroporator (ECM399, BTX Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA).
Bacterial cell culture
Experiments were performed with the Escherichia coli strain BL21(DE3)pLysS (Promega, Fitchburg, WI, USA). Cells were grown in 10 ml Luria-Bertani (LB) medium (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), containing 100 μg/ml Carbenicillin (AppliChem GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany) and stored for 4 hours in a shaker (Innova 44R, New Brunswick scientific, Edison, NJ, USA) at 37°C and 250rpm. After 4 hours, the OD600 typically was between 1.0 and 1.5. The OD600 was then adjusted to 1.0 with fresh LB medium. 10 ml of the culture were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 7000 rcf. The supernatant was decanted and the remaining pellet was resuspended with 1 ml LB medium for the microscopy experiment and 10 ml LB medium for plate reader measurements.
Plate reader experiments
Bulk characterization of gene expression activity was performed in a FLUOstar Omega plate reader (BMG, Ortenberg, Germany). A 96-well plate (ibidi, Martinsried, Germany) was prepared by combining 30μl of a 10 X AHL stock solution (corresponding to the desired 1 X concentration) and 240μl LB medium. 30μl of bacterial suspension in LB were added directly before the experiment was started. Fluorescence and optical density were measured every 5 minutes for 15 hours. Between two consecutive measurements the plate was shaken with 1100 rpm. To prevent evaporation a gas permeable laminate (Carl-Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) was bonded onto the plate. Fluorescence was excited at λ exc = 485 nm for excitation and detected at λ em = 520 nm. The absorbance of the cell suspension was measured at 600 nm. Cells were initially diluted to an absorbance of OD600 = 0.1, and inducer was added at concentrations ranging from 0 nM to 100 nM. AHL did not have any observable influence on bacterial growth during exponential phase, while it slightly affected the saturation level. Bacterial cultures appeared to grow to higher densities at higher inducer concentration.
Microfluidic chemostats
Microfluidic chemostats consisted of bacterial traps (100 μm × 60 μm × 1 μm) connected to microfluidic supply channels (width × height = 100 μm × 15 μm), similar to those previously described in Ref. [8] . AHL concentrations were varied using a microfluidic gradient mixer adopted from [34] . A schematic design of the microfluidic device is shown in Fig B in S1 File. The chemostats were fabricated using standard soft lithography procedures. A lithographic master was first defined by photolithography on a silicon wafer using the negative resists EpoCore 20XP (micro resist technology, Berlin) and AZ-nLOF 2070 (Microchemicals, Ulm, Germany). Channels and traps were defined separately in two consecutive steps. The microfluidic channels were then molded in the elastomer Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 182, Dow Corning, Seneffe, Belgium). After baking for 2 h, PDMS and a microscopy cover glass slide were sonicated for 10 minutes in 2/3 isopropanol and 1/3 ddH 2 O, followed by exposure to an oxygen plasma in a plasma cleaner (Femto, Diener electronic, Ebhausen, Germany) for 1 minute, after which the PDMS was bonded to the glass. Calibration measurements using fluorescent buffer solution (cf. Fig C in S1 File) showed correct performance of the gradient mixer with a relative precision in the concentrations of ±20%.
For the experiments, bacterial suspension was flushed through the microfluidic system until single or few bacteria were captured in the traps. After trapping, bacteria were constantly supplied with nutrients (LB medium) using a syringe pump with two syringes at a speed of 2× 80μl/h. For the titration experiments, AHL (N-3-oxo-C6-homoserine lactone, Sigma Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) was added to the medium to achieve the desired concentrations after passing the microfluidic mixer. The bacterial growth rates in the microfluidic chambers ranged from μ % 0.36 h -1 up to μ % 1 h -1 , independently of the inducer concentration.
Fluorescence Microscopy
Time-lapse microscopy was performed on an automated fluorescence microscope (IX81, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a ZDC2 laser autofocus system and a motorized x-ystage (Scan IM, Maerzhaeuser, Wetzlar, Germany). The microscope was enclosed in a cage incubator (okolab, Ottaviano, Italy) and held at a constant temperature of 37°C. Brightfield and fluorescence images were acquired every 3 minutes for 15 hours with an emCCD camera (iXon3 888, Andor, Belfast, UK) through an oil-immersion 100x objective (UPlanSApo 100x, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) with acquisition times of 0.2 seconds. and all devices were controlled via CellSense software (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Fluorescence was excited by an x-cite 120 lamp (EXFO, Quebec, Canada).
Image analysis and extraction of single cell data
A detailed description of the image processing procedures is found in S1 File. In brief, microscopic images are first preprocessed by applying contrast enhancement, noise reduction, and sharpening algorithms (Fig D in S1 File). As a second step, each pixel is classified as belonging to a cell or not, based on a hybrid method: global brightness, adaptive local brightness and an adaptive masking method (adapted from Wang et al. [35] ) each contribute to the classification of a pixel as 'cell area' or 'image background'. After removal of the background pixels, cell markers are created by a multi-step process. First, connected regions of cell area pixels are assigned to a shared marker. These regions are then broken down based on edge information, brightness, and cell geometry until all regions have dimensions consistent with the cell type. The resulting regions are refined using the watershed algorithm. Spurious results may be removed by filtering regions by size and via the use of a classifier. We use a support vector machine (SVM) as classifier, which has previously been used to distinguish cell phenotypes with success [36] . The classifier is trained by the user via a graphical user interface (GUI). Finally, cells are tracked in time using a maximum-overlap method. This method compares cell labels in two adjacent frames and calculates their overlap. For each cell in the later frame, the cell with maximum overlap in the previous frame is assigned as its parent, and cell lineages can be constructed from the data (Fig E in S1 File) . The user can correct tracking assignments via the GUI.
Data analysis
In plate reader experiments, the time-dependent optical density (OD600) is taken as a proxy for the total cell mass, M(t). Together with the fluorescence F(t) the expression rate α is calculated via
This proportionality holds for expression of a stable fluorescent protein during exponential growth of the bacteria: In exponential growth, the total mass grows according to _ M ¼ mM, while the number of fluorescent proteins p per bacterium follows _ p ¼ a À mp, which assumes that protein concentration is only diluted by bacterial growth. Since p * F/M, one has
and thus
which is proportional to _ p þ mp ¼ a. In plate reader data analysis, we took the maximum of _ F=M during exponential growth as an approximate measure for α. In microfluidic experiments, the area A occupied by the cells takes the role of the cell mass/absorbance in the bulk experiments and thus a $ _ F =A.
Results and Discussion
Gene induction by AHL-population average
We first characterized the average gene expression response of our receiver cells using standard plate reader experiments. Receiver cells constitutively expressed LuxR and thus, in the presence of the QS inducer AHL, produced the fluorescent reporter protein GFPmut3 (Fig A in S1 File) . Experiments with varying inducer levels ([AHL] = 0 -100 nM) were used to deduce the response curve of the bacteria, which was well fit by a Hill function with Hill exponent n = 0.97 ± 0.08. The AHL concentration required for half induction was obtained from the fit as K = 13.9±1.7 nM (cf. Fig F in S1 File) . These parameters are consistent with previous quantitative analyses of the AHL/P lux system, which have typically resulted in Hill exponents around n = 1 -1.5 and induction thresholds in the range K = 5 -15 nM [25, [37] [38] [39] . Using time-lapse fluorescence microscopy [27] , we then recorded the response of growing populations of receiver bacteria within microfluidic bacterial chemostats similar to those previously described in [8] (see Methods and Fig B in S1 File). In these structures, bacterial cells are captured in shallow microchambers of dimensions 100 μm × 60 μm and % 1μm height, which only allow cell growth in a single layer. The microchambers are connected to larger microfluidic supply channels, which continuously provide fresh medium and remove waste products from the chambers. As a result, bacteria can grow in the chambers in exponential phase over extended periods of time.
In the experiments, we recorded bright field (BF) and fluorescence images of growing bacterial populations over a timespan of typically 15 h with a temporal resolution of 3 minutes. The microscopy images were then analyzed using a custom-written image analysis software package, which is described in detailed in the Supporting Information (Text A in S1 File). We first used the extracted data to determine the colony average of all observables, permitting us to compare the average response in the microfluidic chemostats to the bulk response measured with the plate reader. Fig 1A shows the time-dependent total area A(t) of all cells in a microcolony for different external AHL concentrations, while Fig 1B shows the total integrated fluorescence F(t) for a colony. Since the total area is a proxy for total cell mass, the average gene expression activity α for the microfluidic experiments can be defined as a ¼ _ F=A. Taking α max from each curve, we can construct the average response of the AHL/P lux system (Fig 1C) . In this case, the Hill function fit leads to a cooperativity exponent of n = 0.95±0.2 and half activation at K = 5.3±1.4 nM. The Hill exponent thus agrees well with the one extracted from the bulk experiment, while the induction threshold K is somewhat lower in our microfluidic device. This difference could be caused by the different physiological state of the bacteria in the microfluidic environment, e.g., their significantly lower growth rate compared to the bulk experiment. Additionally, the microfluidic setup may introduce a small deviation between the expected and actual local AHL concentration (Fig C in S1 File) .
Analysis of gene expression variability
We next characterized the stochastic response of the AHL/P lux system by extracting timedependent histograms of fluorescence levels from our data. Fig 2A shows an example for such a time-dependent histogram where the cells were induced with 50 nM AHL. Note that in this analysis the identity of the individual cells is not followed. From a theoretical perspective, this characterization of the gene expression dynamics corresponds to the Fokker-Planck description of stochastic systems in terms of a time-dependent probability distribution, in contrast to the Langevin description in terms of stochastic trajectories (see below).
In order to display the entire range of expression levels, we plot the fluorescence per cell area in Fig 2A on a logarithmic scale. A single time slice, taken at the late time point t = 600 min, is displayed in Fig 2B. The Gaussian fit to the main peak (green line) shows that the dominant part of the gene expression histogram is well described by a Gaussian distribution on the logarithmic axis, which corresponds to a lognormal probability distribution for the expression level. Theoretically, a lognormal distribution is expected to be a good description for a biological quantity that is determined by several independent kinetic rates. For instance, if the steadystate concentration p of a protein is determined by the rates of mRNA synthesis, α r , and degradation, λ r , as well as the translation rate α p and the rate of protein degradation λ p via p = α r α p / λ r λ p , and the statistical variations of these rates from cell to cell are not strongly correlated, then the central limit theorem can be applied to the logarithm of this expression [40, 41] . The theorem states that the limiting distribution obtained for many different rates is the lognormal distribution, but in practice the distribution will already be very close to lognormal even when only a couple of rates are involved, as in this example where p is determined by four rates. Previously, a variety of distributions for gene expression variability have been theoretically derived [19, 20, [42] [43] [44] from different assumptions for the underlying noise process, including the negative binomial and the Gamma distribution, which are empirically hard to distinguish from the lognormal distribution [41] .
Whereas the dominant part of the distribution in Fig 2B is well described by the lognormal distribution, there are evidently other contributions at lower expression values. The timedependence of this contribution is visible in Fig 2A and suggests that the population contains a small group of bacteria, which respond much later and less strongly than the majority. We hypothesized that this fraction of cells is in a different physiological state, which appears consistent with the observation that the number of these cells does not grow significantly in contrast to the cells in the dominant part of the distribution, see Fig 2A. We therefore separated out these slow-growing 'late-inducers' from the dominant induced population using a Gaussian mixture model for the logarithm of the expression data (in Fig 2B, this is shown by the red and green lines). This procedure allowed us to extract, at each time point, the mean and variance of gene expression within the dominant part of the cell population, which appears to be homogeneous in its physiological state.
We next analyzed the noise characteristics within the dominant cell population (Text B in S1 File). From the mean, hpi, and the variance, s hpi. This is plotted in Fig 2C against i.e. from this point on the standard deviation increases proportional to the mean. The obtained CV % 0.17 is about half of that obtained previously for V. harveyi autoinducer reporter systems [25] . The scaling of the fractional noise with the mean is often used to distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic noise contributions. A recent high-throughput study with E. coli suggested that generally intrinsic noise is dominant at low expression levels, while extrinsic noise is dominant at high expression levels [45] . Our observation of constant fractional noise at high expression levels is consistent with the scaling expected for extrinsic noise. At expression levels below one third of the maximal expression, the fractional noise in Fig  2C is not constant but increases roughly linearly with the mean. This behavior is neither consistent with extrinsic noise nor with intrinsic noise, which would predict a fractional noise that decreases with the mean. Strictly speaking, the scaling laws for intrinsic and extrinsic expression noise only apply to the steady-state, while the increasing regime of Fig 2C corresponds to the time period during which gene expression is dynamically ramping up. Nevertheless, the increasing fractional noise appears somewhat surprising given that existing models for timedependent noisy gene expression [44] rather display a decrease in the fractional noise as the mean expression level rises. However, the precise stochastic dynamics of the initial induction process likely depends on many details including the dynamics of the reporter system, and it is unclear whether this period leads to any generic features that can be captured by a simplified mathematical model. In contrast, the last two thirds of the induction process nicely follow the generic extrinsic scaling.
Extraction of response curves from single cell trajectories
Up to now, we characterized the induction response of our bacteria only on the colony level. We first focused on the temporal evolution of the mean gene expression (Fig 1) , and then determined the statistical variation of gene expression levels within the population (Fig 2) . The latter analysis demonstrated that the population is in fact quite heterogeneous, and thus the response of individual cells potentially could be different from the mean behavior.
We therefore tracked the gene expression dynamics of individual cells and determine the response curve of a single homogeneous subpopulation (for Details on Video Analysis cf. Text A in S1 File) and the establishment of Single Cell lineages (Fig E in S1 File) ). In order to filter out cells with a specific induction behavior, we classified cells via their expression level at the end of the experiment and excluded trajectories of all cells outside of the targeted subpopulation. From the fluorescence time traces we then calculated the full temporal dynamics of the production rate α for each cell. As before, we utilized the maximum of this value (max t α(t)) as a measure for the induction level of the cells. As an alternative measure, we also calculated the mean production rate hα(t)i t for each cell.
In Fig 3 we compare the distributions obtained for each observable, which are both fit well by a lognormal distribution. We extracted the average and standard deviation of these distributions as a function of AHL concentration. This allowed us to plot induction response curves such as in Fig 1C, but now based on single cell data-and with error bars. For max t α(t), a fit with a Hill curve results in K = 2.7±0.6 nM and n = 1.2±0.3, while for hα(t)i t we obtain values of K = 3.8±1.2 nM and n = 1.5±0.6.
The latter values thus represent the induction threshold and Hill exponent obtained from the average expression rates of single bacteria belonging to a single subpopulation, and should therefore be the 'most reliable' estimate of these parameters for our system. While the obtained values are in agreement with those fit to the bulk response curve (Fig 3C) within statistical error, we observe that the predicted response is at a higher cooperativity and lower threshold. This is consistent with the fact that the late inducer population effectively lowers the observed average fluorescence per mass unit, resulting in a (predicted) more gradual response curve in the bulk case. Focusing only on quickly induced cells we obtain a sharper response, suggesting that the heterogeneity in the population smoothes out the response curve.
Quantification of AHL concentrations in a sender-receiver system
We next attempted to quantify the chemical communication between bacterial sender and receiver cells within the microfluidic chambers (Fig 4) . While receiver cells were the same AHL sensing bacteria as described above, sender cells were equipped with a plasmid containing a gene for LuxI, an AHL-synthase, and red fluorescent protein (RFP) as a fluorescent marker. Thus the sender cells were capable of locally producing a QS signal, which can spread into the microfluidic environment and induce GFP expression in the receiver cells. We performed a series of experiments, in which we loaded small numbers of senders and receivers into chemostat microchambers at varying initial ratios r, and monitored their growth and communication using time-lapse microscopy as before.
A quantitative analysis of these sender-receiver experiments is complicated by a variety of issues. First, there is no simple sensor available for in situ sensing of AHL except for the receiver bacteria as 'cellular sensors' themselves. Furthermore, both the senders and receivers are growing and dynamic, and thus at any given time the signal output depends on the history of the system and the specifics of the experiment (such as sender/receiver ratio r, growth and expression rate). In order to determine the effective AHL concentration (or 'sender strength') for each experiment individually, we therefore have to resort to a model of gene expression dynamics in the system.
In the model, the production of the AHL synthase LuxI is described by
Here α l is the LuxI production rate, N is the total number of receiver bacteria and [LuxI] is the mean concentration of LuxI molecules in the microfluidic chamber at time t. The rate λ accounts for degradation/dilution of LuxI, and r is the sender/receiver ratio, which can be different in each experiment and due to cell division may vary over time. AHL is then produced from LuxI with rate α a and distributes within the chamber through diffusion. We further neglect AHL decay, but assume a constant outflow from the chamber proportional to C:
½AHLðtÞ ¼ a a ½LuxIðtÞ À C ½AHLðtÞ ð5Þ
In the exponential growth phase-when N(t) = N 0 e γt -, the above equations can be solved for [AHL] analytically. For small enough growth, degradation, and dilution rates (γ, λ, C), the resulting expression for the concentration [AHL] at time t can be approximated by [AHL] (t) '1/2α a α l rN 0 t 2 (cf. Text C in S1 File). Intuitively, this can be understood as follows: at any time t there will be a number of sites producing AHL proportional to t (due to population growth). Integration with respect to time results in a total AHL production in the chamber proportional to t 2 . The proportionality constant (α a α l rN 0 /2) depends on the AHL and LuxI production rates and the initial sender population size.
The sender-receiver ratio r and the times t at which AHL concentration is measured are not constant from experiment to experiment. For each experiment we therefore fix the measurement time t to be the time at which senders are maximally induced (t max ), and the senderreceiver ratio is estimated by averaging r(t) in the interval [0, t max ]. In order to be able to The sender strength parameter s in the experiments was varied via the sender/receiver ratio r. Nominally, the initial ratios were chosen to be r = 0.067, 0.142, 0.33, and 1 (corresponding to sender fractions of 6.25%, 12.5%, 25%, and 50%, resp.), but due to cell division and dynamics within the bacterial traps, the ratios varied over time-the resulting average ratios hri are indicated for the single data points. Error bars represent standard deviations obtained from single cell gene expression histograms as in Fig 3. Single Cell Analysis of a Bacterial Sender-Receiver System compare different sender-receiver experiments, we bundle these experimental parameters into the variable s ¼ hrit 2 max . This procedure allows us to set up a calibration curve that relates the parameter s to the effective amount of AHL in the chamber:
Under the assumption that AHL diffuses quickly through the microchamber (estimates for its diffusion coefficient D are in the range from 100 to 1000 μm 2 /s [9, [46] [47] [48] ) such that each cell is exposed to the same concentration [AHL], the GFP expression rate of the receiver cells is given by:
where n and K g are the Hill exponent and threshold for AHL induction determined above.
We can now match any experimentally determined GFP expression rate α to a parameter s characterizing each experiment (Fig 4B) . At the same time, α can be matched to an effective AHL concentration via Eq (7) (Fig 4C) . As explained in Fig 4D, this also establishes a relationship between AHL and the parameter s. which can be used to characterize the sender strength of the sender bacteria according to Eq (6) . In practice, we might want to determine the 'effective' AHL concentration in a sender-receiver experiment, compare data from two different experiments, or we might ask whether two experiments are comparable at all. Our results indicate that this could be done using a similar procedure as that detailed above, i.e., via determination via a parameter s that depends on the sender ratio in the population and grows quadratically with time.
Conclusions
We have quantitatively studied gene induction by the diffusible quorum sensing inducer N-3-oxo-C6-homoserine lactone in genetically modified receiver bacteria, in which the expression of green fluorescent protein was put under the control of the quorum sensing promoter P lux . In order to characterize gene expression dynamics on the single cell level, we performed experiments in microfluidic chemostats and monitored bacteria by fluorescence video microscopy. Using customized image analysis software, we were able to track large numbers of bacteria over extended periods of time, determine bacterial lineages and filter out subpopulations within a heterogeneous population.
We then quantitated the single cell response of bacteria to varying amounts of inducer using different methods. We followed the temporal evolution of the full statistical distribution of gene expression activities in bacterial populations, which allowed us to identify several subpopulations of bacteria with distinct induction behavior. Response curves derived from the mean behavior of the microchamber populations agree well with those obtained in bulk gene expression, except for a lower induction threshold which is attributed to the different growth conditions in the chemostat. We also constructed response curves from single cell trajectories, which enabled us to focus on the dominant sub-population with homogeneous induction behavior. Analysis of this homogenous, major sub-population resulted in a slightly steeper response to the autoinducer (larger Hill exponent) than for the whole population. Small numbers of cells appeared to respond much later to added AHL, which could be attributed to a strongly reduced growth rate. Gene expression noise in receiver bacteria was found to be extrinsic in nature, consistent with previous studies of other bacterial communication systems. Somewhat surprisingly, the coefficient of variation was found to dynamically ramp up in the initial (non-steady state) phase of growth in the chamber, but remained constant after approximately 1/3 of the maximum gene expression was reached.
We also applied our methodology to the characterization of bacterial microchambers containing both AHL senders (expressing the autoinducer synthase LuxI) and receivers, where we used the receivers themselves as highly sensitive bioreporters for AHL. Based on a simple gene expression model of the sender-receiver system and the response curves obtained in the receiver-only experiments, we were able to determine the effective AHL concentration established by the senders in the microchambers, and also assign an effective 'sender strength' to them. The sender strength can be adjusted by the sender/receiver ratio in the chambers, but due to statistical fluctuations this ratio can fluctuate over time and vary from experiment to experiment. In addition to this ratio, the effective AHL concentration in a chamber is approximately proportional to t 2 , which is due to the combined effect of sender cell growth and simultaneous AHL production.
Taken together, we quantified both the response of the receiver cells as well as the emitting power of sender cells on the colony and single-cell level. This contributes a better characterization of this important inter-bacterial communication channel for rationally designed synthetic biology applications that takes the stochastic nature of gene expression into account. The same approach and methods can be used to characterize natural quorum sensing systems in quantitative detail to further elucidate the communication behavior in bacterial communities. protein LacI is not bound to the lac promoters P LacUV5 on the bacterial genome and P T7lac on the sender plasmid. T7 RNA polymerase is then expressed, which in turn leads to the expression of AHL synthase LuxI and fluorescent reporter protein RFP from the plasmid. LuxI catalyzes the production of the quorum sensing signal N-3-oxo-C6-homoserine lactone (AHL), which can freely pass through the bacterial cell wall. Receiver cells constitutively express activator LuxR from the receiver plasmid. In the presence of AHL, LuxR activates GFP expression, which is under the control of the lux promoter P lux . In the first set of experiments in the main paper, only receiver cells are used and AHL is manually added to the culture medium to induce gene expression. The lineage is first automatically calculated by using the maximum overlap method on the segmented cells, as described in the main text. The segmentation method is conservative in detecting cell divisions, which means that already divided cells may be detected as a single cell for a few frames longer. This explains the observed cell division timings in the above lineage tree. After this step a correction heuristic is applied which finds potential mother-daughter mismatches by searching for fluorescence fluctuations twice as large as the calculated noise in a typical trajectory. For presentational clarity any branches which do not reach the final frame (due to mismatches) were manually edited out of the above plot. 
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